1. Will my legacy application stop working on 3/31/2014 with IE7/8?
   - No. Your applications should still work with the IE7/8 as we are not planning to put in changes to legacy applications that should break major functionality.

2. What kind of issues can we expect to see for Legacy applications with IE7/8
   - You should expect to see minor rendering issue with IE7/8 e.g. a button on IE9 will have rounded edges but on IE7 it will have sharp edges.

3. What applications are considered “Legacy Applications”
   - Customer Account Manager (CAM)
   - eCredit
   - eData
   - EES
   - eFTR
   - eLRS
   - eMKT
   - eMTR
   - eRPM
   - MSRS
   - OASIS
   - eDART
   - Emergency Procedures

4. What applications are considered “Updated Applications”
   - Bulletin Board
   - Data Miner
   - ExSchedule
   - Gas Pipeline
   - InSchedule
   - Messages
   - Power Meter
   - Voting

5. Where can I find additional IE9 browser settings for Legacy Applications
   - Please see: http://www.pjm.com/~media/etools/ie9-requirements.ashx

6. What if I see issues with IE7/8 compatibility
   - At this point we will not make any changes to the system if you find issues with IE7 compatibility.

7. Who do I contact if I see issues working with IE9 and Legacy applications?
   - http://www.pjm.com/about-pjm/who-we-are/contact-us.aspx

8. What browsers and version do Updated Applications support
   - Microsoft Windows Internet Explorer 9.0 or higher
   - Google Chrome 22.0 or higher
   - Mozilla Firefox 15.0 or higher
9. How do I know what version of Web browser I am using?
   - You can find out what browser you are using by visiting: http://www.whatismybrowser.com/